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A Message from the Chair
 

Jeff Meiners

For my first message as Chair, I thank
the outgoing Executive Committee and
continuing Advisory Board members
for the vast amount I have learned
from them over the past four years to
inform my role as Chair. These
professional collegial relationships
and ongoing friendships through the
daCi network are a highly valued
benefit of daCi membership.

I welcome our new Chair Elect
Slovenian colleague Vesna Geršak and
the new Executive Committee
introduced in the last newsletter. I
thank Susan Koff from the USA for her
extended term as Chair for four years
from 2018 to 2022. 

 I have had the pleasure of working
with both Susan and Vesna over
many years now and I am buoyed by
Susan’s continuing presence over
the next year and the opportunity to
work closely with Vesna as Chair
Elect, as well as co-convenor (with
Nina Mesko) of the daCi Slovenia
2024 conference. We have all
benefitted from Susan’s guidance
over these first years of the Covid
pandemic and into a new post-
pandemic era as we adjust to living
in new ways. This period also saw
daCi members responding to the
Black Lives Matters movement and it
is thanks to Susan, past Chair Eeva
Antiila (Finland) and outgoing 



Research Officer Lynnette Overby
(USA), that we have a special daCi
edition of the International Journal of
Education and the Arts just
published. I urge you to follow the link
and engage with daCi colleagues
who have contributed papers to this
edition: Dance Education Throughout
the World: The Impact of the COVID-
19 Pandemic and Racial Justice
Reckoning. As Chair, Susan helped us
navigate the postponement of the
Canada conference towards a virtual
format in July 2022. 

Norma Sue Fisher Stitt and Nancy
Francis led a stalwart tackling of the
challenges presented by the
pandemic. From planning a face-to-
face conference, it is huge credit to
them and the team of professionals
they created that, after being
postponed for a year, they ensured a
virtual conference went ahead last
July. The Canada conference led us
to learning about the online
possibilities for a conference and has
provided guidance for the 2024
conference in Slovenia. Like many, I
was engaged online throughout the
week of incredible connections
across the world between young
people and educators. We were
reminded sharply of our human need
for physical interaction through
dance and daCi’s reason for
existence from the founding
members - to come together, share
our practices and learn from each
other by critical reflection, dialogue
with others that stimulates and
generates new discourses that move
the field of dance education forward.

 To this end I urge you to watch
former Chair Ann Kipling Brown‘s
(Canada) keynote recording which
reminds us of the inspirational elders
we all follow as we are each part of
the daCi‘s genealogy. I call upon
each of you too, to reach out to a
friend or colleague and ask them to
register for the recordings, join daCi
and become part of the family. daCi
has successfully arrived at a new
point and the landscape has
changed as we now move towards
Slovenia 2024. We have worked
through lockdowns and discovered
the potential of online connection via
platforms such as Zoom, TikTok,
YouTube, and social media, also with
increasing awareness of the dangers
of on-screen overload, digital fatigue
and such effects on our brains and
human memory. 

Whilst we are conscious of our global
footprint, we assert the need for us to
travel if possible and meet practically
face-to-face in a triennial
conference and confer about our
work in dance learning and teaching
and research. I urge you to
contribute your practices and dance
knowledges by planning to
participate in the Slovenia 2024
conference.



 member benefits and profiling work with children and young people;
a sliding scale for members’ fees and conference registration;
 plans for the 2024 and 2027 conferences;
 website; proceedings & research outputs;
 daCi’s financial status to support a program for donations, gifts, sponsors;
 an awards program;
the CID and UNESCO relationship;
 management of archives;
 reviewing of daCi country reports;
updating of the constitution to include policy priorities and SpringBoard
information.

I am looking forward to continuing to work with established colleagues and also new
members who bring fresh perspectives to our voluntary work with daCi. Our
organisation’s future viability & sustainability are of prime concern. 

From the work of the outgoing members, the new EC team will be taking the 
2021 -2024 Strategic Plan forward to consider:

The global situation now is focused on climate change, war, economic hardship and
differing financial circumstances of daCi members around the world, as well as the
management of Covid cases. DaCi continues to respond with resilience and
endurance through dancing in our local communities.

Our daCi network is therefore highly relevant in the world today and everyone’s
contribution to sharing what they are doing is vital in strengthening the presence of
dance education across the world. 

Please send us news of you work for the next newsletters or upload information to
the daCi Connect members section of the website. In this way we share
perspectives on the central contribution that dance makes to being human.

Welcome Vesna and Mila to their first newsletter and to the new National
Representatives for daCi England, Malaysia, and Estonia!

Keep dancing!

      JEFF
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A Message from Past Chair
 

Susan Koff

Dear daCi Friends,

I have just completed an
unprecedented term as your Chair,
and I am overwhelmingly impressed
about how well we weathered these
past few years. We faced a world with
such complete disruption to our lives
and livelihoods, and everyone
approached these many
challenges with grace and creativity.
Though we haven’t physically seen
each other in so long, I feel we are
working together with more focus,
clearer listening and greater care. If
we can find a silver lining in these past
years, I would say it is that the
strength of this organization has
actually grown.

What did we accomplish?
Nicholeen DeGrasse-Johnson
(Jamaica) kept us in touch with daCi
Connect. Jeff Meiners (Australia)
fearlessly led us through a positive
Strategic Planning cycle that we are
now in the process of implementing.
Anna Mansbridge (USA) and Carolyn
Russell-Smith (Jamaica) created
many iterations of a Twinning
Project that was just presented at
the National Dance Education
Organization (NDEO) Conference in
Atlanta, Georgia and will be an
article in Dance Education in
Practice, spreading their good work
beyond daCi.



Cassandra Giannone (Australia) and
Liz Melchior (New Zealand) have
revitalized the daCi SpringBoard as
we move forward to in person
conferences again.
Lynnette Young Overby (USA), Eeva
Anttila (Finland) and I (USA)
spearheaded an excellent special
issue of International Journal of
Education & the Arts
along with excellent editorial
contributions by Jeff Meiners,
Nicholeen DeGrasse-Johnson, Lisa
Wilson, Vesna Geršak, and Alfdaniels
Mabingo. This issue summarizes our
amazing work through the pandemic
and Black Lives Matters reckoning
with wonderful contributions by a list
of daCi authors. Norma Sue Fisher-
Stitt and Nancy Francis (both
Canada) planned and executed a
wonderful online conference that
included amazing performances,
creative gatherings, Twinnings,
papers, panels, workshops,
engagement with UNESCO
sustainable goals and multiple ways
for all of us to engage with colleagues
around the world. There are so many
wonderful contributors to this event
that there are too many to list,
however, the energy that came
through it all was exemplary and
stimulating.

 Chair Elect Vesna Geršak and Nina
Meško (both Slovenia) are planning
an exciting conference for us all in
Ljubljana in 2024.

I am sure with this list is not
inclusive, however, we have all been
so busy during this time of
separation that it shows the true
strength of daCi. I am proud of all
the work that everyone has
been doing through this time to
keep us connected and moving
forward in our vision.

With gratitude for all,

Susan

http://www.ijea.org/v23si1/index.html


Message from the Chair Elect
 

Vesna Geršak

This is the first time I have written to you as daCi Chair Elect and I would like
to thank the Board for trusting me to serve in this position. I learned about
the daCi organisation and the daCi conference through Maria Speth, who
led dance workshops in Ljubljana many years ago ... I immediately inquired
about the organisation and I am very grateful that I was able to attend the
first conference in Taipei. I was the only one with a Slovenian flag and I was
very excited because it was my first conference and I knew daCi was the
best organisation in the world for the field of dance I work in. So far, I had
attended several conferences where dance was only part of the content.

Then followed conferences where I met more and more people:
Copenhagen, Adelaide and this year a virtual conference in Canada. During
these years, I not only made professional acquaintances, but also wonderful
friendships. Many esteemed daCi members have visited the University of
Ljubljana over the years, and I also had the honour of visiting the University
of Delaware with Dr. Lynnette Overby and New York University with Susan
Koff as part of a 2019 exchange.



I am even more excited that the next conference in 2024 will be held in
Ljubljana, at my home university. In the film we prepared for the closing
ceremony in Canada, we show a piece of Ljubljana and Slovenia. I hope that as
many of you as possible will accept the invitation and we will meet in
Ljubljana.

In this issue of the newsletter, where I collaborate with Mila for the first time,
we focus mainly on the reflection of the conference in Canada. We also
present some projects and ideas from daCi members. I would like to thank Mila
for preparing and designing this issue of the daCi newsletter. At the same time,
a big thank you to Jeff, who helped with advice and ideas. I hope you will find
many interesting reflections on the Canada conference. For those who were
not able to attend the conference, I recommend watching the recordings.

Enjoy the 2022 year-end dancing and I look forward to you sending us your
ideas for the next newsletter, which will be published in the northern Spring of
2023.

–Vesna

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


Dancing into Communities 2022
 

Virtual Conference Overview

Access our first-
ever virtual

conference by
clicking here!

Thanks to all those who participated in the first-ever
virtual daCi conference! Dancing into Communities
was a huge success thanks to the tireless efforts of
the teams at York University and Brock University in
Canada, bringing youth and dance artists together
from all over the world to create and connect at the
intersection of dance and technology. 

https://daci.international/news


Message from the Conference Co-Chairs
 

Norma Sue Fisher-Stitt & 
Nancy Francis

The time and preparations leading up to the daCi 2022 conference were
extremely challenging for everyone, but we are happy to report that the
responses during and after the conference have been very positive. Both of us
feel that the efforts made by everyone involved resulted in a tremendously
successful conference. 

The content was a carefully calculated blend of pre-recorded students’ dance
performances, papers, posters, and workshops while most keynote speakers,
panels, workshops, papers, and research discussions were live. Every session
concluded with a live ‘Question and Answer’ period so that delegates could
chat, and discussion rooms were available for casual visits among colleagues.
Each day began at 7 am Eastern time and concluded by 10 pm ET, with large
breaks throughout the day. This facilitated registrants across all time zones to
participate throughout their day at convenient times for them. 

In large part our ‘virtual’ success was due to the tremendous commitment and
expertise of the technology experts at York University. At least two technology
experts were always working in the virtual rooms to ensure smooth
presentations. Technology rehearsals were available for all speakers, leaders,
and moderators. These sessions were readily accessed to increase speakers’
familiarity with the computer programs and ease their stress. Thank you to the
York University tech team who contributed enormously to the Conference!



 The Opening Ceremony presented young dancers from 7 performing groups from
across Canada. We send a huge thanks to Lisa and Christine Brkich of Two Sisters
dance projects in Toronto for their expertise, enthusiasm, and organization of this
inspiring event. We were welcomed by Susan Koff, outgoing daCi Chair from the
USA, and Jeff Meiners, the incoming Chair who is from Australia.

During the conference, 130 young people participated in Creative Gatherings and
Exploring our Futures sessions that were led by a total of 16 facilitators. Each group
included dancers from different countries, with young people from Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Uganda, Jamaica, the US, South Africa and Barbados
having the opportunity to create dances and talk with one another. 

Exploring our Futures was a new initiative that focused on the importance of Good
Health and Well-being, one of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.
The discussions around mental health were greatly appreciated by everyone. 

Another new initiative was the Indigenous Forum, which offered a panel of
Indigenous dance educators from Canada, Australia, Uganda, and Brazil who
addressed issues and questions regarding appropriate inclusion of Indigenous
dance in the curriculum. We hope to continue this discussion in the future.

The Closing Ceremony included an exciting preview of what we can experience at
the next Conference in Slovenia in 2024. 

We thank everyone who gave presentations and who participated in the 2022
virtual conference. There are too many highlights to mention because there was
something for everyone! If you missed a session, or if you want to re-visit a specific
session, all registrants have access to the conference Hopin site until January 2023
using the log in that they were provided in advance of the conference. 

Our one regret is that many daCi members opted not to participate in this year’s
conference. Our registration of about 225 people was far lower than our typical
number. However, it’s not too late to see some of what you missed. We are offering
an inexpensive post-conference registration option for anyone who would like to
have access to many of the conference sessions, including keynote presentations,
papers, panels, posters, and the Friday showcases. 

 
Thanks again to all who participated. We look forward to seeing you in Slovenia in

2024!
 

Nancy Francis and Norma Sue Fisher-Stitt
                                       Conference Co-Chairs, Canada, 2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6SxeV5HtAw
https://hopin.com/events/daci-dancing-into-communities
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


View Opening Ceremony & More

If you missed the incredible
speakers live from July 10-15 we are
pleased to announce that not only
can registrants still view the
opening ceremonies (above) but 
 you can also access and replay
sessions through 2023! Browse a
wide range of topics from "Dance
as Holistic Education" to our first
ever Indigenous panel. 

As replaying the conference does
not include networking features, or
any of the workshops offered as
part of the week, we are offering
the more limited streaming
package for a lower fee.

It is not too late to access 22 Dance Pieces, 16 Panels, 9 Poster
Presentations &  11 Paper Sessions until Jan. 2023!

Post-conference registration is just
$30 for adults and $15 for students!

If you registered before July 10,
2022 please continue using your
Hopin account to access
recordings.

Replay the keynotes, poster, paper,
and panel sessions at your leisure. 

REGISTER HERE! 
2022 daCi Conference post-
conference access Tickets |
Eventbrite

https://app.hopin.com/events/daci-dancing-into-communities/reception
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


Given COVID-19 accessibility was a major consideration for the 2022
conference. If you missed the incredible speakers, like Research
Officer Dr Alfdaniels Mabingo and those pictured above at our first
Indigenous Panel, remember that you can still replay sessions through
January 2023. New registrants can also stream video replays on a
wide range of topics. If you registered previously please continue to
use your Hopin link to access your conference replay.

Access conference
recordings.

CLICK HERE TO START VIEWING NOW

https://app.hopin.com/events/daci-dancing-into-communities/reception
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


Thank you to all 200+ who participated!
Screenshots of the conference sharing creative collaborations across multiple time zones,
including one of our keynote speakers Santee Smith, pictured last.



Conference co-chairs Norma Sue Fisher-Stitt and Nancy Francis with Susan Koff and Jeff Meiners
in Toronto, followed by more performance stills from the conference.



I was tasked with helping with Allen Kaeja's Creative Gathering. It was a
pleasure to be in his group, as he was very passionate, funny and
motivated to lead the group.

Alongside the workshop, he also shared some
of his dance films, which were very diverse and
I believe a great inspiration for participants. 
From early on he asked me to actively assist with the workshop.
Beforehand, he explained the exercises we would be doing and then I
demonstrated them when we were with participants. I was happy to be
very active and even lead the class by myself one day as he was absent.
The biggest challenge was probably being online. Figuring out Zoom,
waiting for people to join in, connect again, understand our point and so
on took a fair amount of time.

– Patricija

We asked the SpringBoard to share
their experience of Creative Gatherings 

Patricija participated in the
gathering lead by Canadian dance
artist Allen Kaeja.

Check out this conference event via Replay.

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


At the moment I have two favorite words. One is play of playfulness and other
exploring. They both have something in common – a curiosity one can always
seek and never be bored. Exploring our futures was one of the workshops at
Springboard 2022. And I had this chance to be part of it. Oh, I am Brina, from
Slovenia but studying in Sweden, my last year of bachelor in dance performance
at Stockholm University of the Arts. I was part of this workshop, assisting Heidi
Poltl. It was combination of listening to some facts but most of all it was a
common space where we were thinking, discussing, debating, defining for
ourselves how can we define our future and how can we influence it in a way that
we do what we can to make it better. 

My part was more to support, take part, maybe inspire and give my insight of
how I perceive exploration of our future, give some examples how to think of it,
diversity of being motivated and see possibilities rather than giving up. Also I
ended up being a technical support in a way that I collected videos from every
group and made one big collage of them. 

We tried to tell a story, from different cultures,
continents, views, diversity and yet – being bond
by art, dance, expression.
It was a pleasure to meet such a diverse group. I could see interest and
dedication even through Zoom. Of course experience of sharing physical space
always brings something completely else in the room it was still nice to connect
this way and share as much as we could.  I was impressed by how invested the
students were, it was very cool to hear their thoughts and opinions, somehow it
gives me hope for future. They are smart, on track what is up in the world. 

SpringBoard Reflections

Brina participated in "exploring our
futures" with Heidi Ann Poltl and
focussed on Sustainable
Development Goals
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SpringBoard Reflections cont'd

Even I sometimes find that terrifying so it was nice to see how they can talk
to each other, express it in different ways as one of them is dancing, some
of them also wrote a poem. I could also sense how they are supported by
teachers and studios where they are training. You don’t see that too often.
In terms of the workshop it self, I think Heidi was a really nice person to
work with. 

I feel accepted and helpful with my artistic knowledge. Since she is coming
from science, she still explained on a very understandable level. It was
lovely to hear her speak and my pleasure to collaborate. I liked how she
invited me to speak, to contribute with ideas, explanations. At the end we
did a great team, I was putting together the video and she lead the
workshop. One could also see she is a dance mom, maybe that is why she
was also invested in dance part, not only students in her workshop. It was a
creative time and space, where students could express, create, share how
they see contribution to sustainability as well as healthy life style. From a
very short but sweet and informative, inspirational week I am taking with
me hope, belief, gratitude and thankfulness. 

I learned what Sustainable Development
Goals are, for which I never heard before, I am
more aware of how can I contribute to
society, but also to my self. 
Taking care of one self means having more potential and energy to help
other, planet, society as well. It is small steps that count but also we can
influence our close environment and with that spread our positivity,
diversity, views, opinions and make it beautiful. Wanna join the mission?
Hop on, let’s do it."

–Brina

Check out this Creative Gathering via Replay.

https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


We are very pleased to announce
the next conference in the Slovenian
capital Ljubljana. You are welcome
from July 7 to 12, 2024 in one of the
smallest European capitals, a
university city, a green capital of
culture, arts and festivals.

The conference is supported by the
Faculty of Education of the
University of Ljubljana and the
Republic of Slovenia Public Fund for
Cultural Activities, Department of
Dance.

In line with the goals of daCi and
the philosophy of the daCI
conference, the conference will
focus on young people's learning
through the movement of the
dancing body.

Slovenia 2024
 

I-body, I-dance

The conference in Ljubljana will
focus on creative dance and
promote the I - imagination,
improvisation, inclusion, identity,
intelligence and interdisciplinarity in
dance.

Click here to view
the welcoming
invitation from
our 2024 hosts!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_FwpwjwRqo


Enjoy the "I-body, I-dance" Full Trailer
 

Stay tuned for more news on the 2024 conference by
following daCi on your social media channels!

Hosted by Vesna Geršak, Faculty of Education, University of Ljubljana and
Nina Meško, RS Public Fund for Cultural Activities, Department of Dance. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/daCi.international
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dance-and-the-child-international/mycompany/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjR4hlodugcukpVBOqcHs-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1H9z0p84ao


The Rakov Škocjan valley
 

Behind the scenes images from the
filming of I-body, I-Dance.

The Slovenian Coast

Vesna Geršak & Nina Meško



On 24 June 2022, Aotearoa New
Zealand celebrated Matariki, the
Māori New Year, as an
official public holiday for the first
time. Matariki is the name of the
star cluster - also known
as Pleiades - which can be seen in
the sky towards the end of May each
year. The arrival of
Matariki signals a special time to
Māori when people gather together
to remember those who have
passed during the year, celebrate
the present, and make plans for the
future.To mark this historic
occasion, the Principal of a small
inner city primary school in
Wellington was awarded a
'Creatives in Schools’ project
(funded by the Ministry of
Education).

I was privileged to be the dance
educator in a truly collaborative
process between performing artists,
children and teachers, working
towards a production that involved
the entire school community.The
project was so successful we shared
the results with a representative
from the Education Gazette,
Tukutuku Kōrero! Read the full
article by clicking here!

Member Highlights
 

Mātariki, Guided by the Stars 
by Liz Melchior, New Zealand 

https://gazette.education.govt.nz/articles/guided-by-the-stars/


Member Highlights
 

Twinning Project: Australia & Uganda
Peace Africa Children's Ensemble

In 2017 dance and the Child
international and Peace Africa
Children's Ensemble had a goal to
fund 6 children from Uganda,
Kampala to come to Adelaide,
South Australia to participate in
the 2018 Adelaide international
dance conference.

In 2018 the goal was achieved,
$20,000 was raised, the plane
tickets were booked and the
children were ready to start their
journey. Unfortunately that very
day we received an email that all
their visas had been declined and
we could not make this dream a
reality. The children were so
resilient and we were able to
include them via video!

2019-2020 a new goal was set!
Using the funds to send them to
Canada for the next daCi
conference in Toronto! 2021
COVID-19 hit and once again this
dream could not turn into a reality.
2021-2022 The team came
together again to create a new
initiative! 

I am proud to say that all funds
have been used to renovate a
space fully equipped with the
technology they need to interact
during the conference and
beyond!



5 years later through collaboration, team work and a bucket load of
problem solving our little team from different parts of the globe
achieved our goal! 

I would like to say a big thank you to everyone who donated through the 
go-fund me page, attending the dinner dance, buying wine from the
wine-drive or donating through Kathy Vlassopoulos birthday party!!
Your generous contribution back in 2017-2018 made all this happen!

 
Finally a shout out to the dream team!

In Uganda: Thank you Ronald, Gerald, Fausta and Mabingo for your
continuous support and hard work! It has been a pleasure working with
you and I am looking forward to what we can all achieve next!!

In Australia: Jeff Meiners, Emma Warmington Nikki Edwards, this would
have not been possible if it wasn't for all your efforts.

WE DID IT!!!
 

– Cassandra Giannone

Watch a video of the journey here!

https://www.facebook.com/kathy.vlassopoulos?__cft__[0]=AZWWl3Q0HwM5TwIuDQanr_4jl3dgrn7b3-U6cXNRpcPBK7LfuiJGtox7BkkxS1bLAEtpkczJjrpZyZgp3soPu8EkIX9y39qZmwggt6EFpgL-UQuLWxCuVpL8QDCfOdgkwW0rXU31m7WeKcGyfrajv2Pm-LQIRNTHPeEHkg1RRK0Oiw&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/jeff.meiners.58?__cft__[0]=AZWWl3Q0HwM5TwIuDQanr_4jl3dgrn7b3-U6cXNRpcPBK7LfuiJGtox7BkkxS1bLAEtpkczJjrpZyZgp3soPu8EkIX9y39qZmwggt6EFpgL-UQuLWxCuVpL8QDCfOdgkwW0rXU31m7WeKcGyfrajv2Pm-LQIRNTHPeEHkg1RRK0Oiw&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/emma.warmington?__cft__[0]=AZWWl3Q0HwM5TwIuDQanr_4jl3dgrn7b3-U6cXNRpcPBK7LfuiJGtox7BkkxS1bLAEtpkczJjrpZyZgp3soPu8EkIX9y39qZmwggt6EFpgL-UQuLWxCuVpL8QDCfOdgkwW0rXU31m7WeKcGyfrajv2Pm-LQIRNTHPeEHkg1RRK0Oiw&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.facebook.com/nikki.caputo.1?__cft__[0]=AZWWl3Q0HwM5TwIuDQanr_4jl3dgrn7b3-U6cXNRpcPBK7LfuiJGtox7BkkxS1bLAEtpkczJjrpZyZgp3soPu8EkIX9y39qZmwggt6EFpgL-UQuLWxCuVpL8QDCfOdgkwW0rXU31m7WeKcGyfrajv2Pm-LQIRNTHPeEHkg1RRK0Oiw&__tn__=-]K-R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPgEzwgztEs&feature=youtu.be


Attention National Representatives!
 

One Billion Rising: A Call to
Movement on Feb. 14, 2023

During the 2012 daCi/WDA
conference, in Taiwan, we were
challenged to rise up and dance
to take action against violence
affecting women and girls
worldwide. This challenge began
my involvement on behalf of daCi to
create a dance for the cause of One
Billion Rising, which was performed
on February 14, 2013. This was the
first performance of the dance that
continued to be performed every
year on VDay, February 14.

I was deeply inspired by the dance
performances that were so
passionately shared through
the virtual platform at the recent
2022 daCi conference in Toronto. 

As a way to maintain the momentum
of global connections, OBR offers a
superb opportunity to continue to
grow our relationships with each
other through the conduit of dance
while supporting a very important
cause. 



You can create your own dance for OBR, or use a dance you have already
performed (e.g. as illustrated in the Creative Gatherings and Twinning
Projects). 

These dances can be performed in your chosen environment and time and
uploaded on the daCi website on VDay February 14, 2023. 

Our united front can be demonstrated with each group wearing red and
black, the colours of OBR. 

I invite the daCi community to join this global event and dance for OBR on
February, 14, 2023.

You can watch daCi New Zealand One Billion Rising Flash Mob Dance on
Youtube. You can view many renditions of the original dance ‘Break the
Chain’ on Youtube, together with other choreographic versions (e.g. OBR
TILBUR – FONTYS ACADEMY “WE ARE BEAUTIFUL”), which can be found
under Initiatives on the daCi website.

On behalf of daCi, I hope you can join us in dance to support OBR!

Adrienne Sansom
New Zealand, a.sansom@auckland.ac.nz

Clare Battersby
New Zealand, fairyclarenz@gmail.com

Cassandra Giannone 
Australia, CassandraGiannone_@outlook,com

Anna Mansbridge
USA, anna@creativedance.org

Carolyn Russell-Smith
Jamaica. khulcha@hotmail.com

Interested in getting involved? Members will be able to access detailed guidelines for
participating thoughtfully put together by Adrienne via the members area.

https://daci.international/initiatives/one-billion-rising
https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-daci-conference-post-conference-access-tickets-395839044237


In the News
 

Happy 108th Birthday to 
Eileen Kramer in Australia

Attendees at the Panpapanpalya 2018 Joint daCi/WDA congress in
Adelaide, Australia, will remember Eileen Kramer’s workshop and
performance.

Eileen reminded young people to ‘keep dancing
and don’t lose your creativity!

Celebrating her 108th birthday this November at her home and
birthplace Sydney, Australia, Eileen continues to dance and create
new works with inspired collaborators.

Read about Eileen here and daCi sends Eileen our love and best
celebratory wishes for the year ahead! 

https://www.smh.com.au/culture/dance/eilieen-kramer-start-dancing-early-and-keep-on-until-you-re-108-20221104-p5bvoa.html?utm_source=The+Dance+Edit&utm_campaign=06bdeecd40-TheDanceEdit20201119_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_71d672be74-06bdeecd40-70136778


Saying Farewell

Respectfully submitted by Heather Taschuk, daCi says farewell to
Canadian member Dorothy Harris. 

It is with a heavy heart that I must tell you of the passing of Dorothy Harris
on September 13, 2022 in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. She was surrounded
by friends and family and passed away peacefully in her sleep. Dorothy was
an initiating force behind the development of daCi, and her commitment to
‘dance for all’ was the main thread throughout her life and career. 

She taught many students at the University level, and through her work with
children, always looked for new and creative ways to explore movement and
human potential. I had the fortune of knowing Dorothy as a teen, and as an
adult, and experiencing her love of life and generous spirit. 

Dorothy Harris and Nancy Francis, at the CAHPERD Conference in 1995.
Photo submitted by Nancy Francis.



There are two memories of her that stand out for me. The first is the time I
spent getting to know her at the daCi Conference in 2000 in Regina,
Saskatchewan, Canada. We would visit over meals in the cafeteria and
share our adventures of the day. She was a very wise lady, and I respected
her insight and approach greatly. The second is of a dance she
choreographed for Dance Motif, the annual performance of the modern
dance group, Orchesis, that she founded at the University of Alberta in the
1960s. I do not know which year it was (late 80’s/early 90’s), but the dance
itself was performed to a laugh track. Big belly laughs, giggles, so many
types of laughs! I remember the dancers wearing bright colours and moving
with joy and abandon around the stage. Who would ever have thought of
creating a dance to laughter? Dorothy, that’s who. Her laughter, joy of
dance, and love of life will be greatly missed.

If you would like more information about Dorothy, or would like to leave a
message for her family, please follow this link:
https://www.arbormemorial.ca/southside/obituaries/dorothy-jean-
harris/91600/Guestbook 
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https://www.arbormemorial.ca/southside/obituaries/dorothy-jean-harris/91600/Guestbook


Members Area Tools & Offers

The members area is full of
resources to enjoy and ways to
connect with like-minded
dance educators and artists
globally. The menu to the right
is just the beginning of the
possiilites! There are focused
groups and conversations you
can join, finding collaborators
from across continents!

The daCi members area is an incredible space to connect with one
another and share your work. Visit the members area now.

Let's Connect!

Special
Member Offer:

These unique films feature a wide variety of movement, therapeutic
and child development experts from across North America, who
discuss and demonstrate the essential role of movement in
children’s physical, mental, social, and
emotional growth. The Moving Child Films and E-Books are the
initiative of Canadian Dance/Movement Therapist,
Counsellor and Certified Movement Analyst Hana Kamea Kemble
who is kindly offering daCi members 25% off their purchase of the
films!  

Access here: https://vimeo.com/r/3C40/Z2Z3TjJ2aE 

25% discount on The Moving
Child Films I, II and III!

https://daci.international/welcome-to-the-daci-members-area
https://daci.international/welcome-to-the-daci-members-area
https://vimeo.com/r/3C40/Z2Z3TjJ2aE


admin@daci.international

Thank you for reading the November 2022 Newsletter
from the Executive Committee and National Reps!

Executive Committee
 

Chair Jeff Meiners (Australia)
 

Past chair Susan Koff  (USA)
 

Chair Elect Vesna Geršak (Slovenia)
 

Secretary Anna Mansbridge (USA)
 

Treasurer/Membership Emma Walker (Canada)
 

Research Officer Alfdaniels Mabingo (Uganda)
 

MarComm Executive Mila Volpe (Canada)
 

Members-At-Large Nicholeen Degrasse-Johnson
(Jamaica), Mary-Elizabeth Manley (Canada), Norma

Sue Fisher-Stitt (Canada)
 

SpringBoard Cassandra Giannone (Australia)
 

mailto:Jeff.Meiners@unisa.edu.au
mailto:vesna.gersak@pef.uni-lj.si
mailto:anna@creativedance.org
mailto:emmawalkerarts@gmail.com
mailto:alfmab@gmail.com
mailto:milavolpe@gmail.com
mailto:degrasse@temple.edu
mailto:memanley@yorku.ca
mailto:normasue@yorku.ca
mailto:CassandraGiannone_@outlook.com
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National Representatives

Australia: Kathy Vlassopoulos, kroma_blue@yahoo.com.au  

Brazil: Alba Vieira, albapvieira1@gmail.com 

Barbados: Shama Harding, pazazdancebgi@gmail.com

Canada: Kathy Bond, k.bond@shaw.ca and 

Mary-Elizabeth Manley, memanley@yorku.ca 

Croatia: Jasmina Zagrajski Vukelić, samsa.zg@gmail.com

Denmark: Laura Navndrup Black, lanb@scenekunstskolen.dk 

England:  Michelle Groves, mgroves@rad.org.uk

Estonia: Laura Kvelstein, laura.kvelstein@gmail.com 

Finland: Anna-Maria Vairio,  dacifinland@gmail.com

Germany: Berry Doddema  daci@daci-deutschland.de

Jamaica: Carolyn Russell-Smith, khulcha@hotmail.com 

Japan: Ebbe Diago, ebbe@y.ruri.waseda.jp 

Malaysia: Dr. Muhammad Fazli Taib Bin Saearani, fazli@fmsp.upsi.edu.my

New Zealand: Adrienne Sansom, a.sansom@auckland.ac.nz 

Liz Melchior (acting), liz.melchior@gmail.com

Portugal: Elisabete Monteiro, emonteiro@fmh.ulisboa.pt 

Slovenia: Nina Meško, nina.mesko@jskd.si 

Sweden: Robin Haggar, robin.haggar@bredband.net 

Switzerland: Daria Höhener, info@daci.ch 

South Africa: Lisa Wilson, lisa.wilson@uct.ac.za 

Taiwan: Ann Tai (Ann Hayward),  anntai62@hotmail.com 

USA: Nicole Flynn, flinn@hope.edu 

https://daci.international/
mailto:kroma_blue@yahoo.com.au
mailto:albapvieira1@gmail.com
mailto:pazazdancebgi@gmail.com
mailto:k.bond@shaw.ca
mailto:memanley@yorku.ca
mailto:samsa.zg@gmail.com
mailto:lanb@scenekunstskolen.dk
mailto:mgroves@rad.org.uk
mailto:laura.kvelstein@gmail.com
mailto:dacifinland@gmail.com
mailto:daci@daci-deutschland.de
mailto:khulcha@hotmail.com
mailto:ebbe@y.ruri.waseda.jp
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https://www.facebook.com/daCi.international
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dance-and-the-child-international/mycompany/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjR4hlodugcukpVBOqcHs-w

